
here was a time not long ago
when the divide between clas-
sical players and rockers was
as wide as the Hoover Dam.
Though the masterpieces per-

formed, as well as the performances
themselves, are profoundly exquisite, we
all know that a stringed chamber concert
usually means we’ll see (or be) four formal-
ly dressed folks with faces buried in music
stands. But the times they are a-changin’:

Many classically trained string players
are pushing the envelope in terms of
musical styles and levels of musical
experimentation. From the GRAM-
MY-winning avant-garde Kronos
Quartet, to electric cello chick-
rockers Rasputina, there ‘s a whole

world of chamber music that is ever
evolving, ever exciting, ever hip.

BACK IN THE DAY
Well, technically speaking, any four

instruments that have strings and are
playing together can be called a string
quartet. However, there is a very specif-

ic instrumental grouping known as the
traditional classical string quartet, which
we will discuss for a moment. The stan-
dard string quartet is widely seen as one
of the most important forms in chamber
music, with most major composers, from
the late 18th century onwards, writing
string quartets.That ensemble consists of
two violins, one viola, and one cello.Why
not three string basses and one violin?
Why not two cellos and two violas? Or

four violins? The
answer to that

question traces all the way back to "Papa
Haydn," aka, Joseph Haydn, the 18th
Century composer known as the "father
of the modern orchestra." He was the
guy that grouped the instruments in spe-
cific sections on stage, because he
believed that the tones and dynamics of
his grouping provided the best acoustic
possibilities.

If you were to take the principal string
player of each section of the inner front
circle of the traditional orchestra, you
would have two violinists (first and second
players), a violist, and a cellist. Hence, we
have the traditional string quartet. This
grouping falls
into pretty
much the
same line of
thinking as a
vocal "SATB"
quartet (that
is, soprano,
alto, tenor,
b a s s ) .
Furthermore,
a traditional
wind quintet
consists of the
p r i n c i p a l
player of each
family of woodwinds in Haydn’s orchestra
(flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and
French horn).

Ever since Haydn's day, the string
quartet has been prestigious, considered a
true test of the classical composer's art.
There have been countless works written
specifically for this ensemble, and many go
down in history as the most beautiful and
treasured chamber pieces ever composed,
including quartets written by Haydn him-
self, Beethoven, Schubert, and Mozart.

In addition to the masterworks, various
quartet ensembles also go down in history
as prestigious as the traditional works
they perform. Some of these groups
include the Juilliard String Quartet,
Tokyo String Quartet, and the Cleveland
Quartet. Performing works to sold-out
concert halls worldwide, the spirit of the
great composers lives on through these
performances.

WHY FIX WHAT AIN’T BROKE?
But there is a new type of string quartet
on the rise, which strays from conven-
tion, defying all boundaries of musical

Fierce and fresh foursomes
are revolutionizing the
traditional string quartet
with new sounds,
new looks, and 
new voices.
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comfort zones. Experimenting with inno-
vative playing techniques, performing
works only by living composers, and even
amplifying their instruments and playing
with cool light shows, these new chamber
groups cross the boundaries between
genres and up the hip factor tenfold.

bond… er, Jane bond
The women of bond are conservatory-
trained musicians with knowledge of tra-
ditional quartet repertoire. They just 
happened to score a crossover record deal
with Universal Classics, so instead of 
sitting in chairs donning black gowns,

they opt for leather pants, lip gloss and
high heels, as they strut around the stage
with amplified instruments, like the
crossover pop stars they are.

Like other types of pop stars, bond has
created music videos, toured arenas
around the world, and signed autographs
for screaming fans. Unlike most pop stars,
the women of bond hold performance
degrees from some of the most presti-
gious music conservatories in the world.

Kudos to Kronos 
The musically adventurous Kronos
Quartet has literally paved the way for all
risk-taking quartets to follow. They were
formed back in 1973 by violinist David
Harrington. He was inspired to form



Kronos after hearing contemporary composer George Crumb's piece "Black Angels,"
a highly unorthodox,Vietnam War-inspired work featuring bowed water glasses, spo-
ken word passages, and electronic effects.

Kronos then went on to start to build a fascinating and eclectic repertoire for
string quartet, performing works by 20th Century masters (Bartok, Shostakovich,
Webern), jazz legends (Ornette Coleman, Charles Mingus, Thelonious Monk), and
other eclectic artists (rock guitar legend Jimi Hendrix, Pakistani vocal master Pandit
Pran Nath, and avant-garde saxophonist John Zorn).

Winning the Race at Turtle Pace
The Turtle Island String Quartet formed back in 1985. Famous for their fearless

exploration of many musical styles, the
quartet has performed and recorded
pieces written in styles as diverse as
folk, bluegrass, swing, be-bop, funk,
R&B, rock, hip-hop, as well as music of
Latin America and India. Their most
recent recording, titled 4 + Four, was
nominated just this year for a GRAM-
MY for Best Classical Crossover Album.
Renowned cellist Yo-Yo Ma recently sang
the Turtles’ praises by calling them
"authentic and passionate… some of the
most creative music-making today."

Rock and Bow!
The Hampton String Quartet brings still another interesting twist to the quartet
scene.The HSQ plays classically influenced arrangements of well-known rock songs.
In other words, at one of their concerts
you might hear them perform a classic
rock song by the Beatles or Led
Zeppelin—but instead of hearing kick-
ing drum beats and electric guitar, you
will hear counterpoint, pizzicato, lovely
tones, sweet vibrato and perfect intona-
tion.When playing live, HSQ sometimes
adds amplification, smoke, and lights to
add some 21st Century dash to their
classical playing.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
It just goes to show you that a classical education can land a string player a world of
opportunities that lie beyond (or in addition to) orchestral playing, traditional quar-
tet and chamber playing—and even a freelance career consisting of teaching, playing
gigs and recording sessions.

To stretch the boundaries of a genre or style of music is to help it evolve. Do you
play an instrument? If you are taking lessons and planning on a music career of your
own, now is the time to get your imagination running with all the wonderful possi-
bilities and musical combinations you can think of. You can even grab a pencil and
paper and answer the following questions in list form:What are your favorite styles of
music to play? What is your favorite type of music to listen to? Who are your favorite
bands, composers, songwriters, instrumentalists? Why? What qualities in a performer
excite you the most? Maybe you can think of even more questions to ask yourself and
get your creative juices flowing.After you come up with your list, read through it, and
see if there is some new type of ensemble or musical style you can explore in addition
to your studies and school ensembles.The possibilities are endless. Ti

Diane Spoto Bio goes here.
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Okay, so Rasputina isn’t exactly
a string quartet, but a trio of
Goth electric cello-rock chicks.
Founded and led by the morbid
and lovely Melora Creagor,
the trio has changed personnel
over the years, but Melora has
always led what she’s coined 
the "Ladies Cello Society."
Donning corsets, ghostly white
makeup, lace-up granny boots
and petticoats, Rasputina looks
a bit like a creepy antique doll
collection come to life. And
when they plug in their cellos
(which are often hooked up to
electric guitar effects pedals),
the fragile looking freaks simply
blow the roof off the house
every time.

While we’re at it, let’s not
underestimate the importance
of voicing. Perhaps you’ve
noticed how the texture of a
bass note changes depending on
where it’s played on the neck.
For example, an open G (first
string) sounds quite different
from a fretted G played on the
second string, fifth fret, or, for
that matter, the third string,
10th fret. The farther up the
neck you go, the rounder and
louder the tones become. Paul
McCartney uses this technique
to great effect on the Beatles’
"Day Tripper" and, more
importantly, on the ground-
breaking bass line to
"Paperback Writer." The differ-
ence is sometimes subtle; there-
fore, try several different 
voicings until you find one that
suits the mood. - DSH
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